Progressive Jackpot - $75
Get all 10 challenges to win the progressive.
$100 / $30 Payouts Each Game
(Based on 18 Entries – Check-in starts @ 6:15)
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Win a BowlersMart.com DV8 Ball!
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10 Challenges
1) Seven (7) or more pins
2) Eight (8) or more pins
3) Six (6) or more pins
4) Nine (9) or more pins
5) Strike
6) Nine (9) or more pins
7) Nine (9) or more pins
8) Split (Leave 2 to 4 pins 2 or more pins apart).
9) 7 or 10 pin “Only”
10) Exactly three (3) pins

Each game has ten challenges
(Left). All bowlers attempt to
complete one-ball challenges at
the same time. If all bowlers do
not get the challenge (i.e., no one
gets a split) everyone continues to
the next challenge. The survivor
with the most challenges wins the
jackpot. Tied games are broken
with a sudden-death roll-off.
Get all ten challenges to win the
progressive jackpot.

After the third game, five bowlers who participated in the game are
selected at random to play one more elimination game for Free.
The winner takes home a DV8 Diva Ball from BowlersMart.com.
Challenges change after each game. Optional one time $5 rebuy allowed anytime during
each game. Exception: If two bowlers remain in the competition rebuys no longer apply
when neither bowler used a rebuy during the game. Rebuys fund the progressive jackpot.

(( Watch ))
How2Play Videos at:
JackpotBowling.net
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Bowlers Mart is located at:
Texas Station Hotel & Casino
2101 Texas Star Lane
Las Vegas, NV

(702) 288.7728

“Improve Accuracy and Your Mental Game”
Amateurs only 18 & up.

Call or send a text to get in the game (323) 570.9777
Challenges can be tailored for all skill levels. Events can be booked for seniors,
bowlers who average 159 and under, fundraisers, etc.
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